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Angie of Little Rock, AR on Feb. 8, 2016 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

Like many other stories here mine was very similar. I had been taking Armour for
several years then all of a sudden I thought I was going crazy. I could not sleep, it
was like all my senses were hyper. I became depressed. I was in the er twice not to
mention several doctors and specialists. My doctor finally switched me, thanks to my
husband doing all the research and finding other similar stories, almost a week later
I am almost back to normal. It is very scary to go through this.

margaret of West Keansburg, NJ on

Jan. 31, 2016

Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

I, too, have been taking Armour Thyroid for about 7-8 years. Results were extremely
satisfying. I didn't know I could feel so good. It was like a miracle for me. Got
through the shortage period "without really knowing was going on." Had managed to
still find higher dosages at the pharmacy to split up to take my dosage. I believe it
was around Jan.-Feb. of 2015, when slowly all of my symptoms started coming
back -- weight gain, lethargy, horrible skin rashes, depression. Took quite a while for
me to realize what was going on. Had my new doc switch me to Nature-Throid.
Within a few days to a week the results were amazing! Don't ever want to go back!
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Jenny of Fort Worth, TX on Jan. 28, 2016 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

I started taking Armour Thyroid 30 mg about three years ago and almost overnight
my life improved dramatically with energy and the loss of the numerous symptoms
that go along with a low to no functioning thyroid gland. Then about two months
ago, I noticed that the old symptoms were starting to pop back up; dry skin, thinning
hair, irritability, depression, fuzzy brain, insomnia worse than ever, sweating,
sluggishness. I figured it's SAD or the stress at work. I'm not eating right. Then last
week both my hands starting aching as if I had developed severe arthritis in every
finger joint. That's when I started thinking something is really off. I'm a very healthy
and active 57 year old, work full time, very social, etc. So I started doing some
internet research and found this site and am amazed at all the similar complaints!
Relieved on some level but at the same time left wondering what to do next.
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Kristen of Wichita, KS on Jan. 27, 2016 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

After being on Armour Thyroid for twelve or thirteen years, I noticed in the summer
of 2015 that something just felt wrong. I gained fifteen pounds for no apparent
reason. I had insomnia, heart pounding and severe anxiety. After reading other
reviews of this drug, I'm convinced Armour is the culprit for me having a lousy life for
a long time!! Where is the FDA?
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Missy of Glen, NH on Jan. 25, 2016 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

I refilled my Armour prescription 3.5 weeks ago. Since then I have gained 10
pounds, insomnia... Which then leaves me tired and irritable. My thyroid gland is
actually sore?!? I have been on Armour for about 10 years after being on Synthroid
for 10 years... Making the switch because the Synthroid didn't seem to relieve my
symptoms. I will be calling my doctor as soon as they open and ask for a complete
thyroid panel and a change to a different natural thyroid. Something's not right and
after reading through these comments, I felt I had to had in what's going on with me.

Sulinda of Searcy, AR on Jan. 25, 2016 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

I've been dealing with hypothyroidism for years. Hate taking any kind of medicine,
however since my body needs thyroid medicine it's a must. In September of 2015 I
was switched to Armour Thyroid because it was "natural", 5 months later... my left
shoulder and arm hurts most of the time. This past couple of days I've been having
shortness of breath, my joints hurt, my thumbnails have ridges in them, my vision is
getting worse, and my weight has gone back up and the smell of the pills is awful,
interestingly my levoxyl from Wal-Mart had a bad smell as well. What's going on?
We are trusting these companies with our lives. When is someone going to listen?
This is a problem!!!

Karen of Louisville, CO on Jan. 24, 2016 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

I've been experiencing severe joint pain in my knees/legs, low back, right-side of my
neck and right hand since August of 2015. I've also gained 10 lbs. The symptoms
are getting gradually worse by the day. I was thinking that I was going to be
wheelchair bound if it continued. I'm a healthy, active, 56 year-old woman who looks
46. I hiked Kilimanjaro for my 50th birthday. I take Armour Thyroid and something
changed in August when the severe joint pain began. I'm seeing my endocrinologist
on Friday. Thank goodness for ALL of you wonderful people for posting. I now see
that I've been poisoned by this drug. I agree, this medication needs to be taken off
the market and a class-action suit should be filed for reckless and harmful
endangerment.

Deana of Alvin, TX on Jan. 22, 2016 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

I recently started back on Armour Thyroid (90mg) (had to switch to Synthroid for
past few years after they stopped selling Armour in 2009) about 2 months ago. I
thought all was well until about a week ago... after starting the second refill I started
having panic attacks, SEVERE hot flashes in the evening, shortness of breath,
various chest pains and shoulder/arm pains, a headache that was lasting for days,
very fatigued through my shoulders and back, and woke every morning feeling like a
zombie! During the day I would have flashes of dizziness and inability to concentrate
(fuzzy brain).

I thought something was very wrong and was tempted to visit the emergency room,
but instead scheduled a visit to a cardiologist. Since my appointment is a week
away, I decided to google my symptoms, as I had a suspicions that it could be
related to my recent meds. This is how I came across this site, as well as, Thyroid
madness, and several other sites that listed the adverse side effects of Armour
Thyroid... and they all described what I was feeling!! Why didn't my doctor know?
Why didn't my pharmacy make me more aware? I know we are our own best
advocate, but I wish we had someone to make our voices heard! Thanks to all for
sharing their stories!

peggy of Victor, MT on Jan. 14, 2016 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

Today I am making the switch to a synthetic thyroid replacement. I will tell all and
tell everyone to switch as this product holds the consumer hostage because of the
cost!! I have insurance and still cannot afford this!

Linda of Winter Springs, FL on Jan. 12, 2016 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

One month of Armour and you feel great - like a normal person! Refill script and
within 3 days start feeling like I've been overdosed - BP and heart rate increase,
jittery, can't sleep, higher body temp etc. PLEASE CALL THE COMPANY @ 1-800-
272-5525. Insist they make a report on your adverse reactions. I just got off phone
with them -- they will make a report and "supposedly" contact you. Express your
disappointment in their product changes - it gives us a voice.

ANNA of Williamsburg, VA on Jan. 4, 2016 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

I am a newly diagnosed patient with hypothyroid. I am in generally in excellent
health, and was trending towards hypothyroid symptoms with supporting labs, so my
doc recommended Armour. I tried it, and felt significantly better the first week or so. I
noticed that Armour had an interesting smell... It seemed to taste like compressed
urine, which I balked at, but I honestly didn't know what to expect since I had never
taken any kind of med like this before. Within a few weeks, I went from feeling only
moderately fatigued with occasional chilly hands and feet... To a full blown level of
hypothyroid I had never experienced, with symptoms including difficulty swallowing,
extreme fatigue, a chest so wheezy I could barely breathe, bags under my eyes,
slight hair shedding, and my heart racing 24-7.

After reading Stop the Thyroid Madness, I thought that perhaps I had been left on a
low dose entirely too long-6-7 weeks. This is known to create "pooling", which can
lend to all these awful symptoms, but repeated attempts to increase the dose or
adjust iron/adrenals/magnesium seemed to have zero effect. I continued to suffer
these symptoms to the point of it nearly being intolerable. It was nearly two months
before it really sunk in that it could be the MEDICINE itself, and as new information
poured in about patient after patient having terrible experiences I decided to switch.
I am in the process of doing that now, but I am convinced that this reformulation
may be the primary reason I suffered so much. It didn't just fail to change my
hypothyroid symptoms... It seemed to make them 20x worse, and that's no joke.

Beata of Bufffalo, NY on Jan. 4, 2016 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

I just read an article about desiccated thyroid
meds that must have been written prior to the
Acella buying Forest Labs.. It states: "Brands
include Forest Labs Armour, and Nature-throid
and Westhroid by RLC Labs. There is a generic
version of NDT made by Acella Pharmaceuticals.
Canadas desiccated thyroid made by Erfa is
called Thyroid. There are also compounding
pharmacies worldwide that produce
compounded versions using the raw natural
desiccated thyroid powder." I wonder if Acella is
selling their generic formula under the Armour
name? My symptoms are a mixture of hypo &
hyper, no consistency in the meds? Something is off. I have to break my pills to split
dose am/pm, they are different hardness. I noticed I started to pay more attention to
details in pills texture.

Ilana of Port Ewen, NY on Jan. 2, 2016 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

I have been on Armour 30 years. Started on Armour because of no energy,
constantly bone cold, dry skin, constipated and a lot of hair loss. Symptoms did not
completely disappear. However, recently my hair loss has severally increased, plus I
now have horizontal, vertical and wavy nails, low energy and fall asleep in a
moments notice. Can I blame Armour, how would I know? I have been told the
formulation changed in 2009. How does one find out if it's the Armour or another
health condition?

Judy of Homosassa, FL on Jan. 2, 2016 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

I was first put on synthetic hormones which made my symptoms worse. When I
started Armour it was great I had my life back again. In mid 2014 the doctors kept
increasing my dosage, but I still didn't feel well. I even asked my pharmacy if they
changed anything with Armour and he said "No." After a year of heart palpitations,
nausea, unslept nights and now my doctor wants to put me back on synthetics, I
became very upset. I looked into it online and found the company was bought and
has problems with formulation and we are paying the price. I hope a lawyer sees
this or reads these because it is very difficult to function with brain fog all day,
nausea, jitters, lack of sleep and just feeling sick all of the time. Plus they charge us
more for all this illness. Thanks Armour! I will find another natural source. We need a
lawsuit to stop them.

jo of Redwood City , CA on Dec. 7, 2015 Satisfaction Rating

I found armour thyroid years ago and was happy with it. I was able to stop taking it
for some time until I had another child and needed to be put back on it. I did well on
it until I started to notice my symptoms coming back in Dec '14. I was gaining
weight, feeling exhausted, hair was falling out, cycles got irregular. My numbers
looked okay but there was a little room for improvement so we upped my dose. I still
felt like death but hey, my numbers looked amazing.

Fast forward to May of '15 and my knee began to go out. I was so bad that I had to
wear a knee brace daily and the doctor was recommending synthetic cartilage
injections. By July I was developing ovarian cysts that began to rupture. This was
debilitating. My gums began to bleed when I flossed (I have impeccable oral
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Top 367 Complaints and Reviews about Armour Thyroid
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Helpful? Yes No

hygiene). I went from a regular 28 day cycle to anywhere from a 35-50 day cycle. I
was getting cystic acne. But most frightening was the joint and muscle pain. I could
barely walk most days. My feet hit the floor and I'd cringe. Picking up a glass made
hands scream out in agony. I didn't think it could be from my medicine because it
was still listed as being manufactured by Forest.

One day when I was struggling with insomnia (another symptom) I stumbled across
this page and saw that Forest had been acquired by the company that makes
Alegra. I knew then that the formula had changed again. I called my doctor the next
day and asked him to put me on NP Thyroid by Acella. He switched me and within a
week I was a new person. I felt amazing and was actually able to walk with no knee
brace! Within a month I felt like my old self, was losing weight and could actually
hold my toddler without wanting to cry from the pain. My sister was also on armour
and began complaining of back pain. This was new and excruciating. I suggested
she switch to NP Thyroid, which she did, and within a week her pain was cut and
now, a month later, she went from taking tons of painkillers daily to not needing any.
Her back is great. No pain at all.

Last month I filled my prescription and noticed it smelled a little different but for
some reason I didn't read the bottle. This month I have been feeling horrible. I have
a Charlie horse in the sole of my foot that won't go away, one on my calf. My hands
ache to the point that I couldn't hold a pencil and my cysts are back. I've gained 13
pounds this month! I went to refill my rx today and realized I was given armour last
month when I refilled my prescription. I've been back on Armour for a month without
realizing it and all of my symptoms have come back with a vengeance. This time it
also has hit my libido and made me pretty depressed, too.

I honestly was resigned to the fact that I was just going to live out my days as an
overweight balding mess who is in constant pain since I thought the Acella had
stopped working too. When I realize today that Armour had done this to me I wept
from relief and then anger that such a horrific product is on the market with obvious
changes that were never reported to pharmacies nor patients. If you are reading this
try NP Thyroid by ACELLA. I can't wait to start taking it again tomorrow. I am NOT
resigned to a life of pain and physical features that make me feel awful. I will get
better, thank.God! The people who make Armour should be fined heftily.

Marie of Tucson, AZ on Dec. 2, 2015 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

I have used this for ~10 years with excellent results, with the exception of a couple
periods (summer 2013 and November-December 2015) where I searched all the
pharmacies in my city of +1,000,000 people, all to no avail over a two week period.
By the time I was able to fill the prescription I was physically exhausted, depressed,
hopeless and easily overwhelmed emotionally, all of which are atypical for me as I
am a resilient and upbeat person with a clear life mission and wonderful
friends/work.

A call to the manufacturer revealed a "reproduction delay" with no "exact
information" about a cause, such as lack of ingredients, packaging issues, etc. They
provided a polite apology and an expression of understanding of what I was going
through. An apology and expression of understanding does not change my body's
response to lack of medication. They indicated the price increase was related to
extra analytical costs so the product meets FDA requirements. What/how they were
testing is proprietary information so they were unwilling to give me a reasonable
sense of why the prices were increasing.

I work in the water industry where it is a prerequisite to have a 100% reliable source
of water that meets all drinking water standards at civilized prices, as it is a resource
essential to life. The pharmaceutical industry should have the same requirement:
100% reliability, near perfect quality assurance, reasonable price. Anything less
than that should be met with swift & public actions to restore availability, quality and
price. Next a federal agency should follow up to enforce best practices designed to
prevent future shortages/quality excursions. Additional expenses incurred by
pharmaceutical manufacturers due to their lack of performance should be a loss to
their company, with a legal prohibition from passing costs on to clients.

Sidney of Mulberry, FL on Dec. 1, 2015 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

I have been on Armour for 8 years with wonderful benefits. My weight got more
normal, my hair stopped falling out, and THEN after my next to last refill (in August
2015) my weight has gone up 15 to 20 pounds and my thick hair is falling out by the
brushful or even when I put my fingers through my hair. After trying to stop other
medication to no avail I went online and found this site with over 300 people
screaming with their former problems also coming back. People, this is not a
coincidence, BUT I just got off the phone with the company, Actavis, and finally got
to someone who swore up and down that the formula HAS NOT been changed!!!
Well, I think we all know that something has changed. Please get on the phone and
let this company know how many of us are having our old pre-Armour problems just
since Actavis bought the company from Forest. I just switched to Nature-throid so I
will see what transpires.

S. C. of Hope Valley, RI on Nov. 21, 2015 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

What's worse? Thinking you are losing your mind or knowing that you aren't but
can't do a thing about your symptoms... Armour saved my life. I had a total
thyroidectomy for previously undiagnosed thyroid disease/cancer in 2012. I knew I
was sick; wasn't sure from what and the docs didn't believe me. My thyroid was the
size of a baseball when it came out w/ 4/6 malignant nodules. Post surgery - I could
not function on the Levothyroxine. After 8 months, my endo changed my script to
Armour. Armour was a life giving godsend until a few months ago. Started with
extreme muscle pain particularly in the legs/IT bands in September. Chiropractor
and massage therapist couldn't explain the muscle contractions.

In October, the extreme tiredness returned - some days I could not get out of bed
before 11:00 a.m. I am a type A full-time employed person that throws dinner
parties for 20 friends consisting of 15 apps/entrees and desserts made by me from
scratch. Hair started falling out; texture is frizzy and dry. In November (current
month), the agitation returned. Little things send me over the edge. The intolerance
for the cold came back - it was 62 degrees in N.E. today. I could barely stand it.
Podiatrist sent me to a neurologist because of the way my feet and legs contract
when I walk. I hired a personal trainer for the first time and started weekly sessions:
2 lbs > 4 lbs > 9 lbs - nothing in my closet fits. Edges of eyebrows are thinning. Hair
is a disaster. My face is bloated. Sliding into that hideous void of depression and
hopelessness.

I started thinking "thyroid" a few weeks ago but dismissed it as my levels as tested
were 'great' last month. This evening I Googled Armour and found this information. I
am devastated. Why bother? I can't lifestyle my thyroid back. There's no nutritional
plan or positive thinking that is going to fix this. My thyroid is in a medical waste
dump somewhere and the medicine I need to live isn't working. Where is the FDA?

M. of Kb, FL on Nov. 14, 2015 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

I had been taking Armour for years and wholeheartedly believed it helped save me
from thyroid sickness. Refilled my prescription for Armour on Oct. 3rd. Within 21
days of taking the new pills, I was ill. By Oct. 31st, I was at death's door. My blood
tests came back with dangerously non-existent levels of T3 and T4 and my TSH
was sky high. In other words, I was not getting enough thyroid medication to my
heart, brain and CNS - even though I was taking my regular dosage consistently.

After almost ending up in the ER, I did an investigation, googling terms like "Armour
changed?" and what I found was shocking. Not only had the company been sold to
Actavis, but hundreds of complaints surfaced with people getting just as sick as me,
some going to the ER. I immediately contacted my Dr.- and we changed my
prescription to WP thyroid. Within four days I was able to get up and walk and feel
better and I feel better every day I take the WP. Mind you, I'm normally a healthy
person with Armour but this prescription from Actavis nearly killed me.

I believe Actavis has changed the medication - harming many, many people and the
lab will likely get away with it. I can only suggest to everyone that they contact their
Dr. if they aren't feeling well and ask for either NP thyroid, Westpure Thyroid or
Nature thyroid. As of this date I will never consider using Armour again, which is a
shame because it was trusted by so many, and worked so well for me - until Actavis
came along and ruined it.

Leslie of Mount Pleasant, SC on Nov. 13, 2015 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

I have used Armour Thyroid for years (2006) with good symptom reduction. In the
last year, my costs for the medication have skyrocketed. My dose was changed over
the years but the cost/pill has been meteoric. I have submitted six receipts from
2011 and 2015 for review. I researched the issue and found that Actavis bought
Forest Labs in Feb. 2014 for $25 million dollars. I most recently paid $100.00 for a
ninety day supply of 180mg dose of Armour Thyroid. This shift is outrageous. I also
read an earlier post that I am not alone in this experience. I ask how desiccated pig
thyroid glands, after being crushed up and sterilized, then mixed with binder could
now be so incredibly more to manufacture than previously? I also ask why Armour
Thyroid is designated a desi-drug by the FDA? Oh, that desi designation means
Medicare does not have this medication in it's formulary and therefore, will not cover
it's cost to Medicare beneficiaries.

Michelle of Lafaywtte, LA on Nov. 11, 2015 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

I've been on Armour for 20 years and have done great! Recently I picked up my
prescription and my 3 month supply went from $62 to $148!!! On top of that I now
feel just like I did prior to starting thyroid medication! ALL my symptoms have come
back with a vengeance! This should be illegal that companies can change a formula
and destroy someone's health!!! Have no idea what to do!

Brenda of Seneca Sc, SC on Nov. 9, 2015 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

I have been on Armour Thyroid for 4 years and I felt great. I was on Synthroid and it
just didn't help much. However, in the last 5 or so months I start to feel tried, puffy,
muscles cramps... I work out 4 times a week and started to barely be able to make it
through a whole hour... To top it off, the price has gone up and up every time I go for
a refill. Then I read that Forest Pharma has sold to a generic company and has
changed the fillers of the Armour Thyroid without making an announcement about it.
My TSH level was 1.1 then shot up to almost 4!!! I feel it's wrong to mess with
people's health. And what can we as consumers do about this? My Dr. upped the
dose to 90 mg... We'll see what happens. Good luck everyone. I feel that they're
raising the price and putting cheaper fillers in for profit...

Angela of Lynnwood, WA on Nov. 7, 2015 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

I was on Armour for over 2 years after some horrible side effects on levothyroxine
and then not enough results, tracked down a doc for Armour. All was well until the
summer 2014. Suddenly felt totally off and not myself. TSH suddenly went from 1-2
to 4! It was sudden. Anxiety, heart palpitations, insomnia... Couldn't figure out what
was wrong. I stumbled across this page and was shocked! Validated maybe?? I
pretty much demanded to change to nature-throid. Day 4 of it and so far so good. I
won't know for a while if this helps. It all fade but after reading so many with my
same issues I'm hopeful. I am also mad. If it's found they changed Armour, raised
prices and messed with people's well being, I hope we can find a way for them to
pay for that hassle!!

Stephanie of Wilmington, DE on Nov. 6, 2015 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

I thought I was all alone in the crazy symptoms I was having. Severe brain fog,
blurred vision, heart racing! I was doing so well on this 2 years ago. Now I am
extremely hypothyroid again. I've gained 27 pounds since May!! I hope I can recover
quickly by switching to Nature Thyroid!

nancy of Apple Valley, CA on Nov. 6, 2015 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

I have been on Armour Thyroid for many years now and was doing ok. I have
noticed in the last past year that I have, am suffering with, headaches. Really poor
vision, brain fog, GI issues, severe insomnia, and more. I didn't understand what
was going on and now I read your post, and it all makes sense. I will look into
another natural alternative. Thank you.

Deb of Ridge, NY on Nov. 5, 2015 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

I have been on Armour for 4 years. I felt great after switching from Synthyroid. I
refilled 9/22 and everything fell apart. I felt like I was dying. Exhaustion, losing hair,
joint pain, anxiety. My tush was .927 on 9/1. By 10/14 it was 4.5. I was then
admitted to hospital with heart arrhythmia. I reported it to Armour. They took report,
were not concerned. I offered to send them prescription, were not interested.
Switched to Naturethyroid 23 weeks ago, feel good again.

Shar of St Charles, IL on Nov. 3, 2015 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

I recently started taking Armour after trying several other meds. I started
researching side effects and stumbled upon this website and am now super
concerned. Here is a quick overview. Started on Tirosint 5/13 (prior to that was
Synthroid for 8 years. Cannot remember the reason I switched) and had major hair
loss. Did not correlate the two until just recently. I switched to NatureThroid 5/1/15
and starting gaining weight about 30 days in. In only 4 months, I gained 10-13 lbs
while eating 1300 calories and working out 5x a week. I also started to develop
cystic acne all over my back and shoulders, face was clear. I was bloated with a
distended belly. It was awful but hair loss stopped. Went back to the Tirosint for the
month of Sept while I figured out next steps and lost some of the bloat but hair
started falling out again.

Started Armour 10/1 and started to feel better. Hair loss has stopped too. I was
definitely having an allergic reaction to the NT. I was hesitant to start Armour as I
thought maybe I was allergic to the pig portion. Over the last couple of weeks, I
have had the WORST taste in my mouth. I am talking about not being able to stand
my own saliva. Even if I chew gum, it won't go away. I have no idea what is it from
but guessing the Armour. I am also concerned about having some of the side
effects others have mentioned. So far, my hair is better so I am tolerating the taste
in my mouth. I have not had the same experience as others with regard to the
manufacturer change but am curious which one I am getting. Will call Walgreens to
find out. If Armour stops working, I have no idea what I will do as I have tried so
many others. Beyond frustrating.

D of Greencastle, PA on Oct. 31, 2015 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

My wife was placed on Armour Thyroid approximately 2 years ago. It was like a
miracle. All of her symptoms disappeared and my wife finally her old self again.
Things were great. Approximately May this year something changed. She has
become symptomatic once again. Symptoms: anxiety, major hair loss, tachycardia,
cold feet and hands, feeling of an elephant sitting on her shoulders, joint pain, easily
bruising. Her endo has bumped up her dose to 90 and symptoms have not changed.
We have requested to be changed to nature's choice. Please do not feel that you
are alone. As you can see there are many people as of recent having the same
issue.

carolina of Rockford, IL on Oct. 30, 2015 Satisfaction Rating

Is anybody starting a lawsuit against Armour Thyroid??? I thought I was dying and
the doctors don't care. Now I switched medications I know was the Armour. What
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can we do about this? It's been two years living hell for me!

Sam of San Antonio, TX on Oct. 29, 2015 Satisfaction Rating

Helpful? Yes No

I have several members of my family that suffer from hypothyroidism and many of
them have been on Armour Thyroid for several years. I was diagnosed last year and
went on Synthroid and on my family's urging later on Armour. Lately all my family
members have been complaining about Armour not working properly and I have had
a similar experience. I am on 60 and have gained significant weight although I
exercise and eat pretty healthy. The only correlation seems to be that the new
company has changed the medication. Everyone I know is looking for an option to
Armour.
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	having panic attacks, SEVERE hot flashes in the evening,
	insomnia, heart pounding and severe anxiety.
	both my hands starting aching as if I had developed severe arthritis in everyfinger joint. 
	5 months later... my left shoulder and arm hurts most of the time. This past couple of days I've been having shortness of breath, my joints hurt, my thumbnails have ridges in them, my vision is getting worse,
	severe joint pain in my knees/legs, low back, right-side of myneck and right hand
	My symptoms are a mixture of hypo &hyper
	horizontal, vertical and wavy nails,
	my knee began to go out. I was so bad that I had towear a knee brace daily and the doctor was recommending synthetic cartilageinjections. By July I was developing ovarian cysts that began to rupture. This wasdebilitating. My gums began to bleed when I flossed
	cystic acne.
	Charlie horse in the sole of my foot that won't go away, one on my calf. My handsache to the point that I couldn't hold a pencil and my cysts are back.
	extreme muscle pain particularly in the legs/IT bands
	My face is bloated.
	Within 21days of taking the new pills, I was ill. By Oct. 31st, I was at death's door. My bloodtests came back with dangerously non-existent levels of T3 and T4 and my TSHwas sky high.
	prescription to WP thyroid. Within four days I was able to get up and walk and feelbetter and I feel better every day I take the WP.



